
Bobby Bogard  

"THE LEADER'S SWEET SPOT IS THEIR GREATEST 
POINT OF INFLUENCE" 

"It is the lane of life where maximum results take place. It is the leader’s life purpose. The 
place where their natural talents, core values, and life experiences align to define their 

assigned mission. The position where there is a convergence of personal passions, divine 
favor, and acquired wisdom which shapes the leader’s calling."
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LIVING IN THE SWEET SPOT

WHAT ARE SOME KEYS TO LIVING IN YOUR SWEET SPOT?

CLARITY- Vision defines the assignments that come with purpose. But purpose 
clarifies why we are engaged in the mission. Leaders can posture themselves to 
maximize their sweet spot by writing out a personal mission statement. 

1. On paper, put some statements that best describe your mission!
2. Strengthen the statements by reducing them to one sentence.
3. Wordsmith them by making a long list of verbs and nouns that relate to the calling. 
4. Now make several combinations of these verbs and nouns. 
5. Narrow the combination list to three. 
6. Lastly, decide on one or make one final combination. 
7. Now write your statement down.
8. When times get tough, review your mission. 

START WITH

HERE'S HOW
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CONGRUENCY

CHARACTER 

CONTINUE

A calling will involve many assignments. However, not all assignments are congruent with the 
mission. Assignments that are out of alignment with the calling will lead to burnout.

A rhythm between the demands of life and leading of The Holy Spirit is imperative. Leaders must be 
aware of what is happening around them to discern what assignments concerning family, clients, 
friends, or work are imperative to the mission and which are not. 

God gives the desires to pursue but the leader must merge disciplines and choices to accomplish 
their dreams.

Obedience in seasons of character development separate our ego from our assignment.

Sometimes it’s the assignments that are unwanted that become the doorways into the full aspect of 
one’s purpose.

Promotion comes through serving others. The moment that’s beneath a leader they are disqualified 
from leadership.

Christian leadership is character leadership.
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1. COMPARISON 
A leader demeans their calling by scaling it against others. They either become insecure or they take on 

pride. Either direction leads to a misstep in their mission.

TWO MAJOR THREATS TO A LEADER LIVING IN THEIR ZONE

2. COMPROMISE  
Staying true to one’s calling requires integrity. Once the leader forfeits their principles they yield their 

influence to others.

REMEMBER

"THE LEADER'S SWEET SPOT IS THEIR GREATEST 
POINT OF INFLUENCE." 
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1.   
A leader demeans their calling by scaling it against others. They either become insecure or they take on 

pride. Either direction leads to a misstep in their mission.

TWO MAJOR THREATS TO A LEADER LIVING IN THEIR ZONE

2.    
Staying true to one’s calling requires integrity. Once the leader forfeits their principles they yield their 

influence to others.

REMEMBER

"THE LEADER'S SWEET SPOT IS THEIR GREATEST 
POINT OF INFLUENCE." 


